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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Relativistic corrections to spin-forbidden
electric-dipole transitions?
G W F Drake$
Department of Physics, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, Canada N9B 3P4

Received 26 February 1976

Abstract. Theoretical results for spin-forbidden electric-dipole transitions have recently been
questioned on the grounds that relativistic corrections to the transition operator were not
included. It is shown here that these corrections are automatically included when the
transition operator is expressed in the dipole length form. The above criticism of previous
dipole-length calculations is therefore unfounded. The ls2p 3P,-ls2 'So and ls2p 3P,-ls2s
'So transitions of helium are discussed as specific numerical examples.

There has been much confusion over the years concerning the correct method of
evaluating transition matrix elements for spin-forbidden electric-dipole transitions. The
earlier work on the subject is reviewei by Goodman and Laurenzi (1968), and it is
discussed from a more general point of view by Drake (1972). The spin-forbidden
transition 23P,-11S0 in helium-like ions is of particular interest because precise
calculations with correlated variational wavefunctions are available (Drake and
Dalgarno 1969), which can be compared with the measured decay rates of Sellin et a1
(1968) and Moore et a1 (1973). The purpose of this letter is to comment on some
recent criticisms of the above theoretical work, particularly the corrections proposed
by Laughlin (1975) to the calculations of Drake and Dalgarno.
The contributions to the transition integral can be divided into an 'indirect' part
coming primarily from the spin-rbit mixing of the 3P, and 'PI states, and a 'direct'
part due to relativistic spin-dependent corrections to the p . A form of the interaction
operator. In recent papers, Luc-Koenig (1974) and Laughlin (1975) suggest that the
direct part was not included in previous calculations, and Laughlin explicitly adds the
direct part to the matrix elements of Drake and Dalgarno to obtain revised transition
probabilities. We show here that this procedure is unfounded-in fact, both the
indirect and the direct parts are automatically included, provided that the matrix
element is expressed in the B . Y (dipole 1ength)form. As a consequence, the division into
direct and indirect parts is not unique.
As shown by Drake (1972),the lowest-order interaction energy operator responsible
for spin-forbidden electric-dipole transitions in the Coulomb gauge is 0
= u'1' + u'3'
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8 Equation (26) of Drake (1972) is printed incorrectly. The last term should be multiplied by f so that it
agrees with (3) overleaf.
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including corrections up to relative order (aZ)’. Here, V j = - Z e / r j , r I 2 = rl - r 2 , o
is the Pauli spin operator and, to sufficient accuracy, A = ( 2 w / 3 ~ ) ” ~ 2where
,
2 is the
unit photon polarization vector and w is its frequency. Equation (3) differs from
equation (1) of Laughlin only by a term symmetric in the spin operators, which
consequently does not contribute to singlet-triplet transitions.
The direct contribution comes from matrix elements of U ( 3 ) Both
.
the direct and the
indirect parts are included by writing the interaction energy matrix element in the form

u ~=-( @
~ . ; I u+ (u~3 )) l q )

(4)

correct to terms of O ( a 2 Z 2 ) where
,
@’ is the non-relativistic wavefunction including
first-order corrections for spin mixing due to the Breit interaction B (Bethe and
Salpeter 1957). Thus @’ is an eigenfunction of HsR + B up to spin-dependent terms
of O(a2Z2),where HxRis the non-relativistic Hamiltonian. Using the explicit forms
for B and the photon vector potential A , it is easy to show that correct terms of
O(X2Z2)

(@ilU(’)

+ U(3)1@.i)= i a ( 2 w / 3 ~ ) ”(@[I[i?.(r’
~
+ r 2 ) ,HNR + B]i@,I)
= icr(20/3c)~/~
(Ei - E,) (@kli?.(rl + r2)l@.i).

(5)
Therefore, the contribution from U ( 3 is
) automatically included when the matrix element
is evaluated in the dipole length form.
As a direct numerical check, the matrix elements in equation ( 5 ) were evaluated
for the ls2p 3 P 1 - l ~‘So
2 and ls2p 3Pl-ls2s ‘So transitions of helium with the same
50-term correlated variational wavefunctions as used by Drake and Dalgarno. Except
for an overall multiplying factor of - ix3(2w/3c)li2, equation (5) for these transitions
reduces to (in atomic units)

=

R - ’ [ E ( ~ ~ P-) E(n’S)] (nlSblzl

+z,/~~P;)

(6)

where the unprimed wavefunctions are the spin-independent eigenfunctions of HN, .
The results shown in table 1 demonstrate that equation (6) is correct to within the
accuracy of the calculation, whether or not there is a change in the principal
quantum number. The degree to which equations ( 5 ) or (6) are satisfied is an indication
of the accuracy of the wavefunctions similar to the comparison of the ‘length’ and
‘velocity’ forms for allowed transitions.
In summary, the procedure employed by Laughlin in modifying the earlier
calculations of the 23P,-11S0 transition integral amounts to counting the contribution
from U(3)twice. The results of Drake and Dalgarno are therefore substantially correct
as they stand, even though the agreement with experiment is not quite as good as one
might desire. The small correction shown in table 1 due to spin-orbit mixing between
the ‘So and doubly excited pp‘ 3Pt states, which was not included by Drake and
Dalgarno, becomes less important with increasing Z and is negligible for the heavier
helium-like ions.
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Table 1. Matrix elements for the lsns 'S0-ls2p 3P,transitions of heliumt
n =

1
2.191
(2.156)

2

-0.2102
( - 0.2078)

0.177

0.0122

0.069

0,0119

1,945

- 0.1861

1.949
(1.962)

-0.1857
( - 0.1859)

t Th. entries in the l a , t row di ;er from the matrix elements calculated by Drake and
Da1;arno (1069) since they did not include a small contribution from the mixing of the
Ism 'So state with the doubly excited pp' 3P; states. The values obtained without this
correction are given in brackets.
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